Representatives of TPC participated at the International Conference “Sustainability Exchange-2017” held in Colombia

Tripartite Council (TPC) members of Khanbogd Soum participated successfully at the IFC Annual International Conference “Sustainability Exchange-2017” which was held in June 7-8 2016 in Cartagena Colombia. Representing TPC, a herder of Javkhlan Bagh of Khanbogd, Battogtokh U, State Environmental Inspector of Khanbogd soum, Altangerel B, Community Partnership and Assistance Manager of Oyu Tolgoi, Tserennadmid, O have participated as main speakers of panel session of the conference and have shared their experiences of cooperation to solve the herder complaints submitted to Compliance Ombudsman Office (CAO) and difficulties and issues encountered during the process. Also, a member of TPC and Environmental Manager of Oyu Tolgoi, Erdenebayr N, has participated at the Conference to represent the company.

The Sustainability Exchange addresses operational, environmental and social challenges and opportunities faced by infrastructure and natural resource actors in emerging markets. The Exchange hand-picks over 300 global executives and practitioners from companies, NGOs, the public sector, international development agencies and academia to generate frank dialogue on sharing value across business and society. The audience debated and discussed benchmark market changes and counterintuitive solutions.

In this international event, CAO mediator Scott Adams, led the panel session that presented TPC members and mediator Nandinchimeg B, Herder team advisor and lawyer from Accountability Council International NGO, Caitlyn Daniel, Global Portfolio Manager for IFC’s Natural Resources Projects, Ian Wehenbrink have attended as discussants.